Maternal mortality and its correlates: practical implications of data analysis across multiple countries.
Studies of maternal mortality that use data from multiple countries often identify statistically significant correlates and interpret them as factors relevant to policy. This study was designed to address the fragility of a statistical association between the maternal mortality rate and its main correlates, and to assess the relevance of multi-country data analysis for policy making. Patterns of variation in the maternal mortality rate associated with the fertility rate, income per capita, primary and secondary school enrollment, institutional quality, women's participation in politics, and health systems indicators across 111 countries in 2000 and 128 countries in 2005 were investigated using a linear multilevel modelling approach. The fertility rate and income per capita were the only robust predictors of the maternal mortality rate. Health systems indicators and school enrollment, after controlling for the effect of the fertility rate, income per capita, and region-specific contextual factors, were found to be unstable direct predictors of the maternal mortality rate. Although multi-country comparative studies can identify key correlates of the maternal mortality rate, policy recommendations to reduce maternal mortality should be based on causal models that take contextual factors into account.